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Christina Pierrakou  √ Tessa de Wit - 
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1. Opening and agenda 

Anke welcomes everybody to this meeting of WPE on tracking ships. Tessa and 

Dennis, were not present today.  Sjoerd joined later. 

All participants approve the proposed agenda. 

   

2. Communications 

Anke asks Michal, Anna, Eleni and Christina whether they are planning to come to 

the meeting in Vienna on 9 and 10 December. Michal and Anna do not know this 

before mid-November. Eleni and Christina would like to come, but they need an 

invitation first. Anke will pass this information to Peter Struijs. 

 

3. Current situation on 
3.1  BDTI: the BDTI is restored. There are no technical issues. There is a GitHub 

repository. Michal will send an email with more information. The main 

discussion is whether or not we need to decode the EMSA data again. The 

decision depends on whether or not we would like to use the algorithms of the 

previous ESSnet and whether or not we can solve the missing values with 

decoding again. If we have to decode again it will have to be done fast, so 

Greece can download the new decoded data from the BDTI before the access 

to the BDTI ends. Michal will explain this issue further in an e-mail. 

We would prefer to use the BDTI also after December,  but if this isn’t possible 

we can deliver our products, based on the downloaded EMSA data and the 

national data. For Greece it will not be possible to test code from the other 
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NSI’s because they cannot download more data due to infrastructural 

limitations. 

3.2 Inland Waterways: more recent AIS data on Inland waterways will be available 

from 2020. The data will be available on a monthly basis. Due to technical 

problems at the AIS receivers, the data over 2018 will be incomplete. This will 

be solved from 2019. Mark is now focussing on finding the best merging 

method to link the current data on inland waterways with the AIS data on 

inland waterways.   

3.3 Emission statistics: it has been possible to link the list of Dutch ships from a 

Dutch governmental organisation to the Dutch General Business register to see 

what ships contribute the most to Dutch economy. There is further research 

needed on: 

3.3.1 Filtering out fishing boats and inland shipping ships 

3.3.2 The quality of the list of Dutch ships (type of ship not always correct, 

no IMO or MMSI) Tessa may have a workaround to solve this. 

3.3.3 The Dutch shipping list is not sufficient for fishing boats. The amount of 

fishing boats differ from the amount Eurostat provides. So we have to 

find a solution to get the correct list of Dutch Fishing boats. 

3.4 Validation of Port Visits: the comparison between EMSA data and the Greek 

national data is processed for one day (13 March 2016). The amount of ships in 

both sources found is almost equal (as we expected). 

Eleni and Christina are now trying to complete the F2 table by adding data on 

type of ship and gross tonnage from IHS to the AIS data available.  

IHS data is only available for ships  which have at least one Greek ownership at 

ELSTAT.  

3.5 Fishing Fleet: Michal prepared all necessary data and metadata for the 

processing and analysis of AIS data related to the fishing fleet in Poland. Michal 

will send  the documentation of the methodology to us. The document is 

already shared with Eurostat. There are some promising results already. Next 

steps will be: 

3.5.1 Preparation of code to obtain: experimental statistics on activity and 

traffic of the fishing fleet and the detection of fishing fleet behaviour. 

3.5.2 Evaluation and description of preliminary results 

3.5.3 Testing the solution for a selected fishing port in the Netherlands and 

Greece. The Netherlands and Greece can decide which port they 

prefer. 

3.5.4 Preparation of the guide for users 

See the available slides on the current state for all four topics for more information. 

 

4. Minutes last meeting and action list 

The minutes of the previous meeting were not discussed. The actions were not 

discussed either, but Anke updated the action list (see below) after the 

meeting.  
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5. Any remaining issues and closing 

There was a question from Greece whether or not we can provide content to the users 

Handbook of the UN platform. Since this input is based on already published results on 

the previous ESSnet, this is allowed.  Of course it has to be clear that input from the 

ESSnet was used. A combined users handbook from UN and ESSnet would also be a 

good idea! 
 

 

 

Nr. Action Who Deadline Remarks 

6.  Get access to data on all ships 

from IHS Fairplay or Marinfo 

(via EMSA) 

Eleni/Christina 

and Anke 

 Data on ships with Greek 

flag are available and can 

be used as a pilot.  

13.  Investigate which definition 

of Dutch owned ships on 

Ministries’ list reflects 

economical value best 

Wai King 31-12-2019 Extra research is going on. 

14.  See whether or not we can 

obtain energy used and 

emissions per ship from 

EMSA. Ideally for both 

maritime and fishery ships. 

Anke  Work in progress 

16. Test and improve 

the existing 

algorithm for 

improving inland 

waterway statistics 

by using AIS.  

Mark and 

Dennis 

 Work in progress 

20. Deliver the input for our next 

deliverable to Anke according 

to the template. 

All 31 January 

2020 

 

22. Provide the project team with 

more information on the 

GitHub repository 

Michal 30 November 

2019 

 

 


